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1.

Overview and Background Information

This paper describes the history of the concept development for a Free Space Optics application
program called Fly-Over Terabyte Offload (FOTO) at Edwards AFB in CA. The topic will be
reviewed in the following sections.
• Edwards AFB Background and Information
• Review of FOTO Concept and History
• The DoD SAR&D Funding Approval
• The Planned NRL/EAFB FOTO Program
• FSO Technology Status
The mission of the 412th Test Wing (TW) of the Air Force Test Center (AFTC) is to conduct Air
Force verification of contractual performance requirements for aircraft systems under test (SUT).
Flight testing of an SUT entails an intense period of Air Force/Supplier test operations at
Combined Test Force (CTF) organizations at Edwards.
During military aircraft flight testing, instrumentation recorders, typically with a terabyte data
capacity, are sometimes being filled to capacity before the flight test is complete. The aircraft
system under test is then forced to land and deliver the recorded data and schedule additional
flights to complete the testing/data collection. In response to this DoD need, an innovative solution
designated as the FOTO program has been proposed to develop and evaluate a prototype air-toground optical link capable of operating in burst mode to downlink large volumes of recorder data
between aircraft test points during test operation.
The home of the AFTC/412th TW is Edwards AFB (EAFB), CA. An aerial sketch of the main test
range is provided in Figure 1-1. We are in a semiarid part of Ca, beside a dry lake bed, with mostly
sunny, cloud free days – perfect for flight testing.

Figure 1-1 Aerial Concept of Edwards AFB 412th TW Test Range

Specialized test instrumentation and telemetry assets play important roles in test operations support
on a daily basis at Edwards. Test support can be divided into three key elements: aircraft
instrumentation, real time serial streaming telemetry (SST), and flight data analysis.
During the aircraft instrumentation, a variety of specialized test sensors are installed on the aircraft.
The on board instrumentation data system can support several dozens of data channels. Flight test
data is recorded on modern solid-state data recorders with recording rates in excess of 200
megabits per second (Mbps). Data capacity for the commercial recorders is in excess of 1 terabyte
(TB).
The telemetry support organization downlinks a sampling of the test data via SST. The gigahertz
class Airborne Mobil Telemetry (AMT) capability includes L-, S-, and C-bands with data
modulation bandwidths of 3 to 20 Mbps. EAFB Range assets include several large diameter
parabolic receiver antennas at ground receiver stations transporting data to control centers via highspeed fiber network systems. Control centers are manned by test engineers and range personnel at
real-time data terminals. Data rate limitations dictate that only a small fraction of the recorded data
can be linked in real time.
Flight data analysis divides naturally into two types: real-time data monitoring and post-mission
data analysis. Real-time monitoring of downlinked data undergoes minimal analysis, under normal
circumstances. Its key uses are support of Range Safety (Safety of Flight) and engineering test
monitoring. At the completion of the test sortie, the SUT returns to the CTF hangar area executing
landing and taxiway operations. At the hangar, technicians retrieve recorder data electronically
and then hand deliver it to eagerly waiting analysts who receive and archive the data. Often times,
test mission debrief audiences wait for quick look results after data delivery. For the most part
however, recorder data supports longer term in-depth analysis by test engineer analysts.
2. 412th TW Needs Statement
DoD Test Ranges face the challenge of meeting growing telemetry offload requirements because
of the rise of technologically complex systems, such as modern fighter aircraft, but the Ranges
also face loss of available spectral bands to commercial use, so are pressured to conduct testing
with ever increasing efficiency.
The current test environment has led to the need to develop an air-to-ground free space optic (FSO)
link to address United States (US) Test Range telemetry offload needs, and yet while operating
with reduced spectrum by utilizing improved test efficiency. The proposition is more efficient
flight test operations could result from more expedient data delivery.
Early on, to promote the FOTO concept, we proposed the benefits shown here in green that would
enhance the legacy process in tan. The improvements are offloading filled recorders, along with
quick download data bursts to support test decisions. The benefits of near real-time recorder
offloads are summarized in Figure 2-1.

Figure 2-1 Flight Test Need: Provide New (Green) Mission Data Recorder Options and
Flexibility
3. AFTC/412th TW Solution - Analysis of Alternatives
As Figure 2-1 indicates, we intend to develop and evaluate a prototype air-to-ground optical link
capable of operating in burst mode to downlink large volumes of data between test points during
test operation. Free Space Optics (FSO) communications technology is at a point that very high
speed data rates are available to download essentially error free data volumes with modern
forward-error-correction (FEC), packet/frame retransmission, and interleaving. Fiber optics
communications, a cousin of FSO, routinely performs at the data rates we need for FOTO.
There are five FSO Alternative Configurations under consideration which fall into three
categories: 1) Air-to-Ground, 2) Ground-to-Ground, and 3) Air-to-Air. The first alternative, with
concept shown in Figure 3-1, is the near-overhead, high data rate FSO which would allow terabyte
capacity downloads over very modest fly-over ranges in a matter of minutes.

Figure 3-1 Air-to-Ground Configuration - Alternative 1: Straight Flight Path of SUT
for Fly-Over FSO Download

Alternative 2, the circular flight path of Figure 3-2, provides constant range, a single line-of-sight
(LOS) angle, and additional download time flexibility if multiple circles are required.

Figure 3-2 Air-to-Ground Configuration - Alternative 2: Circular Flight Path of SUT
Fly-Over FSO Download
Figure 3-3 shows Alternative 3 which is the ground taxiway configuration called Landing Gear
LiFi. LiFi (light fidelity) is the proposed, futuristic light emitting diode (LED) equivalent of WiFi.
LiFi is something of a misnomer for the taxiway data-offload mission but captures the innovative
spirit of Alternative 3 for the FOTO Program. The idea is to mount the transmitter on the landing
gear with receivers positioned along the taxiway.

Figure 3-3 Ground-to-Ground Configuration - Alternative 3: Post-Mission Landing Gear
“LiFi”
The FSO architecture afforded by the refueling optical terabyte offload (ROTO) scenario,
Alternative 4, enables SUT refuel downloads along with simultaneous onboard recorder data
uploads as depicted in Figure 3-4. Refueling tankers are already involved in many SUT test
operations so potentially provide a spacious and very close platform for the receiver.

Figure 3-4 Air-to-Air Configurations - Alternative 4: Refueling Optical Terabyte Offload
(ROTO)
Alternative 5, shown in Figure 3-5, is the side-by-side scenario which could provide ideal FSO
conditions to quickly empty onboard recorders, potentially with data transfers at extremely high
bit rates.

Figure 3-5 Air-to-Air Configurations - Alternative 5: Side-by-Side, Air-to-Air Download

4. Requirements Analysis for the Circular Flight Path
The initial analysis of the alternatives is complete. The tightly circular, near overhead, flight path
is currently deemed the optimal Concept of Operations (CONOPS) alternative. The potential
afforded by the not only short but also constant range, along with a single line-of-sight (LOS)
angle for easier tracking, as well as the additional download time flexibility provided by circling,
makes the circular path the right alternative to carry forward into requirements and performance
analysis.
For a high performance military aircraft a reasonable geometry could be achieved by an aircraft at
10,000 feet executing a 1-G turn at Mach 1/3. The geometry and variables are shown in the Figure
4-1 with the top-view of the circular path on the left - and side view to the right.

Figure 4-1 Proposed Circular Flightpath Download CONOPS and Analysis

From elementary considerations of the geometry, preliminary analysis for the circling download
configuration has been performed to determine mission level requirements.
Table 4-1 gives selected results of the calculations. A download data rate of 100 Gigabytes per
second (Gbps) would result in an approximately 1-minute terabyte download from the circling
aircraft. Forward error correction and interleaving techniques would render the download
essentially error free.

Table 4-1 - Circular flight Path - - - IOC FOTO Mission Needs
Flight
Parameter

Parameter
Value

Common
Units

SI
Value

SI
Units

Altitude
Speed
Radial Acceleration
Circle Radius
Zenith Angle
Slant Range
Time/circle
Data Volume
1 Circle Bit Rate Req'd
3 Circle Bit Rate Req'd
Latency
Post FEC Quality
Laser Eye Safety (1.55μm)

10
1/3
1

kft
Mach
g
mi
deg
mi
min
TB
Gbps
Gbps

3.0
110
9.8
1.2
0.39
3.3
70
8.0E+12
1.1E+11
3.8E+10

km
m/s
m/s/s
km
radians
km
sec
bits
bps
bps

0.77
22
2.0
1.2

1
113
38
No Requirement
Error Free
Eye Safe at Window

The short ranges, high elevation angle, and latency allowance make the fast download mission
very different from normal FSO program requirements. These, along with other features of the
circular configuration, make rapid recorder downloads a desirable pursuit.
5. Initial Implementation Program – DOD Spectrum Access Research and Development
(SAR&DP) FOTO
The FOTO team, with Naval Research Lab (NRL) and EAFB members as detailed in Figure 5-1,
has created a proposed FSO development concept by which contractors would provide the
technology to meet the mission needs. The resulting program proposes a technical development
phase leading ultimately to an Initial Operational Capability (IOC) configuration, and includes a
not only important but also essential early flight test demonstration prototype.

Figure 5-1 DoD SAR&D Project: Free-space Optical Telemetry Offload (FOTO)

The DOD SAR&D Program has announced a funding award to the NRL and EAFB group for the
FOTO concept which was submitted for consideration in 2016. The funding is currently scheduled
for program initiation in 2018.
A FOTO Industry Day was conducted by the FOTO team during June 2016. The stated program
objective was to develop a field test prototype for an in-flight telemetry offload system using
compact and affordable FSO terminal solutions.
The program scope comprises two missions. The first (in-flight offload [IFO]) was to achieve a
full data recorder offload without landing as depicted in Figure 5-2.

Figure 5-2 FOTO Mission 1: In Flight Offload (IFO)
The second mission (opportunist offload/upload [O2U]) of the program is to enable the streaming
of selective data to the ground for quick-look checks at low complexity ground nodes.

Figure 5-3 Mission 2: Opportunistic Offload/Upload (O2U)
The NRL/EAFB team is currently preparing a Request for Proposals to be announced in 2018.

6. Technical Information and a Few Words on the State-of-the-Art
Fiber optics communications is extremely fast, and record bit rates are many terabits per second.
However, FSO rates are much slower but are ever increasing.
Today typical commercial FSO enables short-range, ground-to-ground optical transmission at
speeds of up to 2.5 Gbps and in the future 10 Gbps using Wavelength Division Multiplexing
(WDM ). An internet example of a commercial system advertisement photo (of unknown age) is
shown in Figure 6-1.

Figure 6-1 Typical Commercial FSO/Fiber Performance (LaserOptronics)

The research work that first caught our attention at EAFB and rekindled our interest in FSO
augmented AMT data transfer was accomplished and reported by Walthers, et al. in an MIT/LL
report in 2010. The work demonstrated error free, 2.6 Gbps, air to ground offloads. Innovative
forward error correction (FEC), interleaving and spatial diversity, briefly described in Figure 6-2,
are key features of the work. The work was a project of the Advanced Lasercom Systems and
Operations Group with Dr. George Nowak as Group Leader. Dr. John Mores is the current Point
of Contact with EAFB. As a government agency, the MIT/LL will not be a competitor for the
NRL/EAFB FOTO program.

Figure 6-1 MIT/LL Air-to-Ground Demo at 2.6 Gbps
A more recent example of FSO capabilities was gleaned from a quick search of the internet.
The cited paper was Investigation and Demonstration of High Speed Full-Optical Hybrid
FSO/Fiber Communication System Under Light Sand Storm Condition (100 meter link). The work
was accomplished by the Department of Electrical Engineering, King Saud University, Riyadh,
11421, Saudi Arabia and can be obtained from DOI: 10.1109/JPHOT.2016.2641741_1943-0655
© 2016 IEEE.
As stated in the report, this paper described an effort which reported a demonstration of a high
speed full-optical FSO and hybrid Fiber/FSO link with reconfigurable/flexible transmitter. Work
achieved 1.08 Tbps data rate using high modulation format (32-QAM) with 18 Gbaud symbol rate.
The group pointed out the achieved bit error rate (BER) was under the forward error correction
(FEC) limit; hence, error free transmission should be possible using proper coding. Thus tens of
Gbps downloads seem feasible.

7. Concluding Remarks
Our conclusion, regarding FSO technology, is the state-of-the-art can likely support the high data
rates needed for the rapid data offloads proposed by FOTO. But FOTO remains a technology
development effort. Before IOC there are other obstacles such as low cost, low SWaP as wellas
higher recorder offload speeds. However the FOTO team believes the high data rate demonstration
is the key first step to be achieved before further development.

